Malcolm Roberts
180 Haven Road
Pullenvale QLD 4069
Tuesday, April 16th, 2013
The Hon. Philip Ruddock, MP
PO Box 743
Pennant Hills NSW 1715
Dear Mr. Ruddock:
Thank you for your letter dated February 2ist, 2013. I’m delighted that you are dedicated to
repealing the ALP-Greens Carbon Tax legislation.
My report entitled CSIROh! and appendices it encompasses detail documented corruption of
climate science that is the basis of ALP-Greens policy and Liberal Direct Action policy.
I accept your point that Julia Gillard breached trust with Australia and Australians. Are you
not aware that Greg Hunt’s Direct Action policy is a breach of integrity by the Coalition? The
Leader of the Opposition knows that the so-called climate science is, to use his word, “crap”.
His conclusion is well founded and accurate. Greg Hunt has repeatedly failed to provide any
empirical scientific evidence for Direct Action. Further, he has supported UN Agenda 21 that
incorporates the UN’s dishonest and fraudulent climate change claim. Yet Greg Hunt denies
detailed knowledge of UN Agenda 21. Why? Please refer to correspondence with him here:
http://www.conscious.com.au/letters.html
I’m feeling disappointed that your letter supports continued action based on corruption. As an
MP isn’t one of your primary roles to stop corruption and protect taxpayer funds?
The attached copy of my recent exchange of correspondence with Greg Combet will be of
interest to you in fulfilling your responsibility to protect taxpayer funds. Greg Combet’s
department grossly misrepresents climate and science. That’s documented.
I’d be pleased to meet with you to discuss Greg Combet’s letter. I can reveal the
government’s vulnerability and ways to restore the opposition’s integrity.
Yours sincerely,
Original personally signed
Malcolm Roberts
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Enclosures: Correspondence with Greg Combet and attachment thereto

